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This invention relates to a safety guard for 
?uorescent lamps. 
In my prior Patents Nos. 2,350,600 and 2,399,399, 

respectively issued to me June 6, 1944, and April 
30, 1946, I have described and claimed safety clips 
provided with Wire limbs adapted to function as 
hooks applicable to the reflectors of fluorescent 
lamps to safeguard against their tubes falling and 
breaking; butr'as to the present invention, an im 
portant object thereof is to provide a guard of 
the above stated kind capable of being readily at 
tached to ?uorescent lamp structures the re 
?ectors of which have no parts which can be con 
veniently hooked onto to support the guard. 

Accordingly, the present invention relates to a 
guard attachable underneath the re?ector sub 
jacent the ballast case or wiring channel of the 
lamp structures, the present attaching means be 
ing supportable from the lamp structure by the 
same bolt structures that support the re?ector be 
neath said ballast case. In respect to this fea 
ture, it is a speci?c object of the invention to 
provide for cross-sectionally contouring a wire 
guard in such a manner as to facilitate mounting 
it by means of said bolt structures and also to 
cause it to be supported by the bolts in a safer, 
more stable manner. Also, as to this feature, an 
other object is to provide, for the purpose stated, 
a wire guard which has a supporting loop so 
shaped as to be supported by the bolts even when 
said bolts are positioned close to an end wall of 
the lamp ?xture. 
Another speci?c object is to provide, for a ?uo 

rescent lamp ?xture wherein a re?ector is at 
tached by downwardly directed bolts, a guard for 
the aforesaid purpose having a ?attened attach 
ing means supportable by being inserted back of 
the nuts of said bolts, when the nuts have been 
but slightly unscrewed and then again screwed 
down, thus causing only a minimum decrease in 
the supporting power of the screwed down nuts. 
Other objects, advantages and features of in 

vention will hereinafter appear. 
Referring to the accompanying drawing, which 

illustrates preferred embodiments of the inven 
tion: ‘ 

Fig. l is a perspective view illustrating the 
application of this improved lamp guard to a 
conventional ?uorescent lamp structure. ' 

Fig. 2 is a transverse view illustrating the, ap 
plication of the device to the ?uorescent lamp 
structure shown in Fig. 1, conventional parts be 
ing outlined by broken lines. 

Fig. 3 is a perspective view illustrating the posl 
tion of the mounted device in relation to the nut 
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of the bolt which supports the conventional re 
flector. 

Fig. 4 is a perspective view of a modi?cation. 
Fig. 5 is a view taken transversely of a lamp 

?xture having three lighting tubes and showing 
the modi?ed device illustrated in Fig. 4 mounted 
upon said ?xture, the latter being outlined in 
broken lines. 

Fig. 6 is a perspective view of a third embodi 
ment of the invention. 

Fig. '7 is a transverse view illustrating said third 
embodiment mounted upon a lamp ?xture sup 
porting four lamp tubes lying in two horizontal. 
parallel planes, said ?xture being shown in broken 
lines. ’ 

Referring in detail to the drawing, in the em 
bodiment of the invention shown in ‘Figs. 1, 2 and 
3 each wire guard l0 oi’ the pair shown. viewed in 
its operative position comprises a pair of twin 
tube catching members H which are sublacent to 
the lamp tubes l2 when the guard is in its 
mounted position. Each of said guards comprises 
also a central, horizontally directed supporting 
yoke I3 which unites the members ll, said yoke 
having diverging juxtaposed arms l4 ?tting 
astride the stem of a selected bolt l5. In Fig.‘ 1 
two nuts Pia: are shown screwed onto said bolts 
to attach the re?ector It to the ballast case or 
wiring channel I1. 

Said yoke l3, together with the arcuate tube 
catching members H which it carries, is made of 
an elongated strip of form retaining material, be 
ing shown as a single piece of stiff. but somewhat 
resilient wire, the yoke-forming portion of the 
wire being ?attened, as shown, in order to dimin 
ish its vertical diameter, so that. when interposed 
between the lower side of the re?ector l6 and the 
inner side of the nut it will but slightly diminish 
the: extent to which the threaded part of the nut 
is anchored to the bolt. ' - 
The ballast case I‘! shown is provided with en 

walls l8 which extend downwardly below the re 
?ector 16. Usually each bolt structure is spaced 
a considerable distance from the wall ill at its 
end of the lamp. but in some lamps the bolts may 
be very close to said Wall. Ordinarily the wire 
guards will be mounted in the positions shownin 
Fig. l with the narrow ends of their yokes l3 di 
rected ‘toward the midlength of the lamp struc 
ture, but when the aforesaid bolt structures are 
very close to the walls :8 each yoke will be posi 
tioned with its narrow end directed away from 
the midlength of the lamp structure, this being 
necessary in the latter case in order to cause the 
tube catching members H to be located within 
the space which underlies the lamp tubes I2. 
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In the modi?cation shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the 
invention is shown embodied in a guard structure 
for use in lamps of the three-tube type, the guard 
having a U-shaped central tube catching member 
2|, twin end arcuate tube catching members 22, 
and a yoke 23 at each side of the central member 
2| to complete the guard structure, said yokes 23 
being dimensioned and designed in the same man 
ner as the already described yoke I3. This type 
of lamp-.has four bolt structures 24 in two pairs, 
one pair near each" end of the lamp structure'in 
a position to be utilized as hangers for the yokes 
23. The central tube 25 of this lamp is guarded 
by the U-shaped central (part 2Land- the twin 
outer tubes 26 are guarded by the arcuate wire 
parts 22, all three of the tube guarding'wireruns 
having their concave sides directed toward the 
lamps. 
In a third embodiment of the inventicmmhown 

in Figs. 6 and 7, the central part of the guard 
structure is the same, as that ?rst described and 
is, in part, lettered similarly except for the use .of 
the exponent a. but in addition each tube catcher 
Ila. carries at its outer end‘. an arcuate wire run. 

I 30,. said runs being arranged. to serve as tube 
A catchers for the outer lamp tubes 3| of the four 
tube .lamp shownin Fig. ,7, while the wire runs 
‘I la guard the two inside lamp tubes 32. 

.In. every one of the embodiments of the in 
vention shown in the drawing there is at least - 

i .one yoke portion provided with a U-shaped notch 
.to. straddle the stembf a downwardly directed 
elicit/and= a lamp tube catching member carried 
. by-said yoke portion at each side of its U-shaped 
Dart. 

. .How to mount. the devicewill be easily deter 
." mined from .the .foregolng. description, thereof, 
.but it may behelpful to point out that, prepara 
tory to mounting itthe selected nut. or nuts will 
be ,loosenedlslightly and then, while the yoke ‘por 
tion‘ or portions of the. device are" pressed-?rmly 
up against the lower side ‘of the ‘reflector Iii-so 

‘ as to clear the slightly loosened nuts therefrom 
‘ .the yoke or yokes are wedged astride the stems 
r'of the bolts. 
r' ?rmly. As" has already been stated the'device 
"may be mounted with" a yoke portion thereof 
"anointing toward or. awayfrom the midlength of 
the lamp structure. 

' It'ls' to‘ be understoodithat the ‘guard means .~ 
rprovided by this‘invention may, ‘within the scope 

I of the appended claims, be applied to a variety of 
: screw'threaded means used/to. attach‘the re?ector 
" :to the ballast’ orrwiring channel,‘ said" guard 
~‘ mcansbeing supportable either‘by a nut screwed . 

' onto a; bolt ‘or by the‘ downwardly dirccted‘head 
>- ‘of a screw screwed into the‘lamp‘ ?xture. 

*In' ?uorescent vlamps having very long tubes‘ it 
is‘ desirable to mount one or more of the guards 
under the midlength portion of thetubes. This 
‘may be done by 'spotwelding, to the lower side of 
the‘re?ector, one or more of the yoke portions of 

“the device. 
I claim: 
1. The combination with a ?uorescent lamp. 

‘structure comprising a plurality othorizontal, 
“parallel, adjacent-lamp tubes and. an elongated 

‘ horizontally extending re?ector attached at least 
in part to the lower part. of, the lamp structure 
“by downwardly directed bolts carrying nuts on 
their lower ends;. of a guard comprising a plu 

l-raiity' of members having arcuately bent tube 
fcatching end, portions which are subjacent to 
‘and havetheir concave parts facing. the lamp 
‘ ‘tubeswhen the, guard is in its. mounted. position. 

‘Then the‘ nuts are screwed: down ,‘ 
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4 
said guard also comprising a central, support 
ing yoke which extends horizontally and is united 
to said members at a right angle, said yoke hav 
ing diverging, juxtaposed arms ?tting astride 
the stem of one of said bolts in an overlying rela 
tion to the nut thereon. 

2. The subject matter of claim 1 and said 
guard consisting of a single piece of wire and the 
yoke forming portion thereof being ?attened in 
a manner which decreases its vertical thickness. 

‘ 3. The combination, with a ?uorescent lamp 
structure comprising four lamp tubes, said tubes 
being parallel and each occupying a different 

-vertical'plane-formthe others; of a tube guard 
structure comprising a wire having its midlength 

"vportionashaped as a horizontal narrow U yoke 
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..passi_ng..astride..the stem of a bolt carried by the 
lamp "structure and having screwed onto its 
lowemend a nut which supports said yoke in its 
aforesaid stem-straddling position, the wire being 

.continued downwardly from .each. sidemf, the 
open end of the U-shaped yoke .as an arcuate-por 
tion, lying. in a vertical‘ plane which lies at. a right 
angle to the plane of the yoke, said arcuate por 
tions having their concave parts directed toward 
the lamps and positioned to catch the two inside 
tubes of the lamp, and each of said‘arcuate por 
tions being outwardly continued in the- same 
plane as an arcuate wire portion‘ which hasits 
concave side directed toward the lamps and‘posi 
tioned to catch the lamp tube atlits side of the 
lamp structure. 

4. The combination, with a ?uorescentlamp 
structure having three paralleLhorizontal lamp 

‘ tubesrextendingin thesame horizontal plane and 
-,a rc?ector‘attached to the lamp ‘structure’ by 
downwardly‘ directed nut carrying bolts in ‘each 
of the two spaces between adjacent‘, tubesrof 

' two tube guards spaced apart lengthwise of ‘said 
‘tubes; each" of said guards consisting of a'rwire 

- having an arcuate' midlength portion'vwlthdts 
concave side facing the lamps in a positionito 
catch the middle tube of said three tubes, a yoke 
at each end of‘ said arcuate portion, said‘ yokes 

‘ each being formed as a continuation of thelwire 
‘which is laterally bent into a. narrow U-shaped 
portion, that straddles the stem “of a bolt of the 
aforesaid bolts and rests upon the nut thereof; 
‘thewire being continued from the outer side 5of 
‘each 'of's‘aid 'yokes as an-arcuate end portion hav 
ing its concave side facing the lamps and posi 
tioned to catch the lamp tube at its side of‘the 

" structure. 

5. The ‘combination, with a ?uorescent lamp 
structure comprising four horizontal lamp‘tubes 

' ‘in adjacent parallel relations, the two outer tubes 
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'being at a somewhat higher level than‘the two 
inner tubes; of a tube guard structure compris 
ing a wire having its mid-length portion shaped 
as a horizontal narrow U-yoke straddling the 
stem of a bolt carried by the lamp structure ‘and 
having screwed onto its lower end a not which 
supports said yoke in its aforesaid stem-strad 
dling position, the wire being continued down 
wardly from each side of the open end of the U— 
yoke as an arcuate portion lying in a vertical 
plane which lies at a right angle to the plane of 
the yoke, said arcuate portions having their con- 
cave parts directed toward the lamps and posi 
tioned to catch the two inside tubes. of the lamp, 
and each of said arcuate portions being outward 
ly continued in the same plane as an. arcuate wire 
portion, the latter two arcuate wire portions. be 
ing‘ upwardly and inwardly. inclined at a some 
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what higher level than the other two arcuate 
wire portions. 

6. As an article of manufacture, a lamp tube 
guard consisting of a wire having a midlength 
arcuate portion and at each side of said arou 
ate portion a yoke portion, each of said yoke por 
tions being shaped as a laterally extending nar 
row U with slightly diverging limbs, said wire 
being outwardly continued beyond each of said 
yoke portions as an arcuate portion, all of said 
arouate portions lying in the same plane and 
having their arcuate portions facing toward that 
side of the structure which is occupied by said 
yoke portions, said yoke portions and arcuate 
portions lying in planes which are at right angles. 

'7. As an article of manufacture, a strip of form 
retaining material having a midlength yoke por 
tion and arcuate end portions, said arcuate end 
portions having their concave parts facing to~ 
ward that side of the structure which is occupied 
by said yoke portion and being joined to each 
other by said yoke portion, said yoke portion be 
ing shaped as a narrow U with diverging limbs 
and united to said arcuate end portions at a 
right angle, said strip consisting of a wire the 
yoke forminCr portion of which is ?attened in a 
manner which decreases the vertical diameter of 
the wire. 

8. The combination, with a ?uorescent lamp 
structure comprising a pair of horizontal lamp 
tubes and an elongated horizontal extending re 
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6 
?ector attached to the lamp structure by a pin 
rality of downwardly directed bolts having 
screwed-on nuts; of a guard comprising two tube 
catching members subjacent to said lamp tubes 
when the device is in its mounted position, said 
guard also comprising a central, supporting yoke 
which extends horizontally and is united to said 
members at a right angle, said yoke having di 
verging, juxtaposed arms ?tting astride one of 
said bolts in an overlying relation to its screwed~ 
on nut, said tube catching members each con~ 
sisting oi a strip of form retaining material joined 
in an endwise manner to the outer end of the 
yoke arm at its side of the structure, each of 
said strips having arcuate portions with their 
concave parts facing the lamps. 

CHARLES E. FOSTER. 
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